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1. PLAYSTATION ®3 SYSTEM FEATURES • Improved Cloud Save System During online play, you can
enjoy seamless gameplay without the worry of losing your progress due to a faulty internet

connection. • Advanced Visual Enhancements The graphics have been further enhanced to give
them a clearer and more detailed appearance. • Improved Online Network Play You can now chat

with other players online while playing. • Multiplayer Online Battle You can play against other
players in online multiplayer battles. 2. MANY NEW CHARACTERS • Three Distinct Classes The three
classes in the game allow for a wide range of character progression. – Warrior: Warrior-like character

with a focus on physical strength. – Mage: Mage-like character with a focus on magic. – Rogue:
Rogue-like character who only uses physical attacks. 3. MANY NEW SUB-CLASSES – Battle Mage A

magic specialist that can switch between mana-wielding and devastating mana-expending attacks. –
Collector A character that prefers to equip only magical equipment and uses powerful magic. –

Survivalist A character who excels at combat and uses weapons. – Dark Mage A mage that can open
the gates of the underworld and utilize a variety of devastating magic, but cannot maintain their
mana. 4. NEW CHARACTER MODES – Crafting For the first time in the series, players can obtain

certain items from crafting materials using an in-game mechanism. – Quest Stories of all shapes and
sizes can be found here, so you can enjoy limitless content. – Engaging turn-based battles The turn-
based battles of this game aren’t just a formality, so you have a lot of fun. – New romances While
this game takes place in a fantasy world, romance is also an option. 5. GORGEOUS 3D GRAFFITI

During the story, the environment is gradually filled with paintings and illustrations. The graphics
and animations are in a state of high-end refinement, allowing for an amazing sense of realism. •
DYNAMIC FULL SCREEN SOUND In case of online play, you can enjoy various sounds, including the

cries of monsters. • Various Game Modes There are two modes of gameplay – Story mode and
Unlimited mode. The following
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A Vast World with open fields and huge dungeons.
Extreme freedom in combination with a deep story.

You can dynamically create your own character.
Rich graphics with smooth 3D movements.

A variety of wide-ranging environments.
RPG systems that are easy to learn.
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WHAT'S NEW • Content Update 1.5 Now Available! -Player Town Update -Overview of the Player Town
-Trading Center Update -Overview of the Trading Center -Daily Rewards Update -Quests Updated -Other
Various Improvements * Please refer to the technical document for more details. [Final Testing] In order to
test the latest update of this game before the official release, we will be shutting down the game for a short
period of time starting April 2, 2018, and we will be performing maintenance until April 7, 2018. We
apologize to all our players for this unforeseen event. In order to protect everyone's interest, the function
which allows you to exchange items with other players, as well as the chat function (a.k.a. a Clan Board)
used to communicate within your Clan, will be closed. During the maintenance period, the participants will
not be able to exchange items with other players, so we kindly request you to remain calm and play without
worry, and we will communicate this information for those who are concerned. Thank you. [Technical
Documents] * Players who are still using the Legacy Client can transfer their items to the new client by
logging into the Games Platform before April 2, 2018. 1. Introduction The legacy client (Feb. 25, 2018) will
no longer be able to play the game after April 2, 2018. * Please refer to the technical document for more
details. 2. Please note We will take every measure to minimize the impact on your experience. We will
closely communicate the circumstances of the update and new information to you as soon as we have the
opportunity. 3. List of Changes 3.1 Character Management 3.1.1 Bug Fix * After the patch, the following
error appeared, "x", y, z in the move window is empty, please try again." The bug will be fixed through
maintenance on April 2. [Content] 3.1 Character Management 1. Player Town Update * Plaza for Vendor has
changed * Change of the speed of movement * Updated the quest flow 2. bff6bb2d33
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The Harvest Moon series, developed by the legendary game developer, Natsume, also known for Harvest
Moon, has long been a staple in the gaming industry. The games follow the daily lives of the farmers who
lived in the field in the past, having grown up with their grandparents. The anime series that is based on the
games also has very high praise. Characters like Sakuya, Kosaru, Akane, and others are very popular due to
their cute and innocent personalities. I was looking forward to seeing more of the charm of the series in the
game by Natsume, and now I finally got to play the game “The Harvest Moon: A New Evergreen”. It was
released on November 27, 2016 on the Nintendo Switch, PS4 and PC. This game is a fantasy world where
you play as a magician and his wife. I was stunned when I saw the opening scene that had a petite 20 years
old red haired girl in a plain white nightgown. Immediately, the mood was set, and I became excited for the
game. The farm is located in a field. The farm’s manager, Ami, greets you with a loud greeting as you step
in. She is an overgrown young women with long purple hair. She seems to be a quite cheerful character with
a feeling of a spirited young woman. “Welcome! Everyone’s so excited about your arrival. Enjoy the fresh
air!” “W-We’re very sorry for bothering you, but what is this place?” “This is the farm. We’re taking care of
the animals in the fields. This field is where the stables are. You see this beautiful field? There are lots of
flowers here, as well as dragonflies. The mountains in the distance will become a scenic spot once it gets
warmer, right?” “Huh, it’s so much better than the farm in the past!” “W-What!? This is our farm!?” “This
farm? It’s exactly the same as a farm, right? What are you saying?!” “You mean you just placed it here? This
is the harvest field?! We don’t have any animals either.” “It must be a dream!” The wife,
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What's new in Elden Ring:

Want more? Find out why it’s your favourite RPG!

Want to know more about Cross Co, Inc? Read our handbook. A
handbook with details of our company and our progress.

—PR of Cross Co Inc. in Japan, from the Official Website.
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24 year old French gamer and adventure fan Jun (Akuma) has been
entering a lot of video games events in Japan since 2004. A long
time ago, he managed to meet the composer of the original Battle
Gear Gant to ask for a collaboration. Soon after, his old friend and
composer Erik Desjardins agrees to ask his friends at BPG for a new
collaboration. Together they discuss all the elements that will be
part of the project… This is it!
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